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Abstracts -in alphabetical order
Andrew Knops “Culture as Belief, Criticism as Deliberation” University of Birmingham
Taking culture as shared belief, this paper argues that criticism of another culture can be
reinterpreted in terms of deliberation. Within this framework, the paper proceeds to evaluate the
claim that we are justified in criticising and intervening in another culture if that culture harms its
members. It argues that, in order to be acceptable, this condition should be interpreted as
requiring the persuasion, using deliberation, i) of those members of that other culture whom we
feel are being harmed, that harm is being done, and ii) of all members of the culture, that we
should intervene. Otherwise it is not possible to ascertain whether harm is actually being done,
nor whether further, and possibly worse, harm might come from intervention. The paper goes
onto suggest that in order to facilitate such persuasion in practice it is necessary to engage in
criticism across cultures – or deliberation aimed at understanding – on a constant, yet
constructive, basis.
Anna Yeatman “The Felicity of this Life and Co-Existence” University of Alberta
The paper is focused on the two political values of co-existence and radical difference and on the
relationship between them. It begins with discussion of seventeenth century civil philosophy and
the idea of the republican state that developed in response to the destructive impact of the
religious wars that preoccupied Europe and England for just over a century. Civil philosophy
makes what Hobbes calls ‘the felicity of this life’ the primary criterion in determining how social
life should be ordered and institutionalized. The preservation of self and other selves frames the
orientation of ethical conduct and provides the raison d’être of the state. I turn then to the idea of
co-existence, and develop this idea with reference to the work of Hannah Arendt, Gemma Corradi
Fiumara, and Jessica Benjamin. I show that these more contemporary thinkers, two of them
explicitly influenced by feminism and post-Freudian psychoanalysis, can be interpreted as
developing the idea of self-preservation. They elaborate on what it is to be a self who is a distinct
center of subjective experience. In turning their focus to the question of how do subjects learn to
comprehend the relationship of self to other (self) as one of co-existence of like but separate
beings, these thinkers also enable us to revisit the idea of the republican state and to develop it.
Anthony J. Langlois “Liberal Autonomy and Global Democracy” Flinders University
In this paper, I engage with an argument made by Carol C. Gould about the normative basis of
universal values such as those articulated by human rights in her recent book Globalizing
Democracy and Human Rights. Gould argues that we need to invoke a new form of universality:
one which is not so biased towards the West, one which avoids the essentialism of traditional
liberal theory, one which is concrete and not abstract. I will be critical of the way in which Gould
has articulated a harmonization of tensions between these. I contend that any account of
democracy or human rights is going to need a strong account of liberal autonomy in it
somewhere, whether it is implicit or explicit. For such an account of liberal autonomy to be
successful, its justification is going to involve abstract, essentialist and universal claims. I think
we need not be apologetic about this; nor need we attempt to construct theoretical approaches
which downplay the role of liberal autonomy in the belief that this will either make them more
universalist or more acceptable in a global world. It is, however, this strategy that Gould follows.
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I shall argue my case against this strategy by examining her articulation of it, and by showing
why I think it fails to meet her objectives for it. This, in turn, helps us to see why the strategy
itself is inadequate as a means of promoting and supporting democracy and human rights in a
global world.
Barry Hindess “The Past is Another Culture” Australian National University
This paper brings together three kinds of argument. One concerns the view of culture which is
invoked by the worry about criticising another culture that provides the rationale for this
conference. The others relate to the treatment of contemporaries as belonging to the past. There
are two questions here; how has Western social thought come to treat belonging to the past as a
bad thing, that is, as a kind of moral failure; and how have we learned to assign some of our
contemporaries to the world of the past. My discussion of the first question is in two parts. One
examines the conventional modern division between past and present. The other considers the
effects of Western social thought’s equally conventional developmental understanding of
humanity. I suggest that the answer to the second question is to be found in the early history of
modern imperialism.
Boagang He “In Defending a Moderate Concept of Cultural Equality” Deakin University
There is a progressive current to the idea of equality which has traversed the spectrum from the
political equality of rights and suffrage in democratic systems, through economic equality
(embraced through socialist principles) and social equality which stresses equal access to jobs and
social services, to the notion of cultural equality. The notion of cultural equality has assumed
increasing importance in the normative discourse of multiculturalism and international relations.
Since the end of World War II, the international community has repudiated decisively the older
tradition of a racial or ethnic hierarchy, and come to endorse the idea of human and ethnic
equality. A number of theorists have focused on the idea of cultural equality. Notable in this
respect are Edward Said’s idea of equality of civilizations, Will Kymlicka’s concern with the
cultural equality of minorities, Charles Taylor’s emphasis on the equal value of cultures, and Iris
Marion Young’s demand for the equal value of different cultures to be publicly affirmed.
Recently, however, Brian Barry has mounted a substantial critique of this body of work with its
support for multiculturalism and the equal value of cultures. As reflected in the title of his book,
Culture and Equality, Barry (2001, p.266) seeks to separate culture from equality, and indeed
repudiates the notion of ‘cultural equality’. Differing from Barry’s approach, this paper aims to
defend the concept of cultural equality by critically engaging with the idea and dealing
constructively with attendant problems and limitations. It has two basic aims. The first aim is to
mount an argument in favour of a more limited form of cultural equality. The second one is to
provide a critical response to those who reject the possibility of any presumption of cultural
equality. The paper begins by assessing arguments in support of cultural equality and discussing
its multiple meanings and value. It then canvasses some of the arguments against cultural
equality, highlights the complex theoretical difficulties and problems that arise if the question of
cultural equality is taken seriously, and suggests strategies for dealing with these problems.
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Bob Goodin “Liberal Multiculturalism: Protective and Polyglot” Australian National
University
By analogy to Macpherson’s “protective” and “self-developmental” models of liberal democracy,
there might be two distinct models of liberal multiculturalism. On the protective-style model, the
aim is to protect minority cultures against assimilationist and homogenizing intrusions of the
majority. On the other model, here dubbed “polyglot multiculturalism,” the majority might
expand its own “context for choice” by having more minority cultures from whom to borrow. The
latter is a more welcoming and inclusive strategy, still recognizably liberal in form, than the selfdefensive liberalism of the more purely protectionist sort.
Bonnie Honig “Another Cosmpolitanism? Law and Politics in the New Europe” University
of Northwestern
This paper, Another Cosmopolitanism? was written in response to Benhabib's Tanner Lectures,
which claimed that alien rights in Europe, newly developed in the last 15 years, are part of an
emerging transnational Europe, informed and governed by cosmopolitan and universal norms.
The paper opens and closes with readings of Arendt's Eichmann in Jerusalem. For Benhabib,
Arendt's reporting (and some of her letters) showed a yearning for proper international
institutions by which Eichmann should be tried. This yearning would have been satisfied by the
now emerging international order (50+ years later), Benhabib argues, in particular by the new
International criminal court. For me, this is true but there is more to be said, for what Arendt
shows in the Eichmann book is an acute ear for the politicality of law, and an insistence even to
the point of great unpopularity to track it. The paper goes on to show how Benhabib's diagnoses
of a new cosmopolitanism in Europe are (like her reading of Arendt) driven by her faith in
progress, and inattentiive to, and marginalizing of, contrary evidence: of racism, the use of
camps, and how the strategy of Europeanization works to prevent rather than welcome real
universality (by bordering Europe against non-Europeans). This is evident in particular in her
reading of the French veiling controversies, which I discuss. Balibar, in particular, is a useful
diagnostician of these complexities. But he insists on the real nationalism of the new Europe, by
contrast with Benhabib's insistence on its real cosmopolitanism. A better approach would
combine these two, as does Derrida in his reading of hospitality/hostility as undecidable, a
reading which I discuss here. The reading points toward the need for a double gesture that Arendt
came close to regarding the Eichmann trial -- affirming its near justice while tracking its political
functions at the same time.
Bora Kanra “Avoiding the Void: Structured Social Learning Across Islamic and Secular
Discourses in Turkey” Australian National University
In the context of the post 9/11 world, conceptualising new theoretical frameworks for
understanding and appreciating any underlying commonalities between different political cultures
assumes a greater priority for the political theorist and political practice. Achieving this requires a
two-step plan: firstly, some of the main premises of democratic theory should be revisited and
secondly the scope of the analysis should be broadened by venturing towards the lesser-known
territories of the non-Western world. The aim of this paper is to outline a new framework based
on an extension and of the current theories of deliberative democracy. The framework, which I
call “Structured Social Learning”, emanates from an analysis of the social learning phase of
deliberative activity. Deliberation, in the theories of deliberative democracy, is usually treated as
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a decision-making procedure. However, this approach falls short to appreciate the full benefits of
the deliberative process. It fails to see that deliberation also runs as an opinion formation process
oriented to learning, which substantially differs from the decision-making process in terms of its
structural and cognitive elements. The paper argues for an analytical separation between social
learning and decision-making phases of deliberation in order to allocate a distinct sphere to those
specific moments of deliberation oriented to interpretation of differences rather than making
decisions. The paper will also test the claims of Structured Social Learning through an empirical
case study analysing the interaction between Islamic and secular discourses in the Turkish public
sphere. The findings of this study provides a detailed map of the state of the relationship between
Islamic and secular groups in Turkey, hence offers new insights into how to reconcile the
differences between them. The findings reveal a significant convergence between some secular
and Islamic groups in their attitude towards democratic values. This convergence indicates a new
tendency in Turkish politics, yet its benefits cannot be fully realised until these groups deal with
each other within the spheres of social learning.
Brian Adams “Not all differences are alike! Mediating across Cultural and Hierarchical
Differences” Griffith University
Mediation is a growing phenomenon throughout the western world. Though age-old and worldwide in its various forms of practice, it has become a distinct institution in Australia and the U.S.
in the 20th century. This Western form of mediation has ridden the twin waves of liberal
democratic ideals and globalisation to spread across the globe. In so doing, it has been used to
resolve and manage conflicts, and improve communications and has been applied in a remarkably
vast array of settings from divorce to contract negotiations to tenant disputes, from employment
relations to victim-offender confrontations from village-level power struggles to environmental
conflict, from interethnic warring to international strife. This paper adopts the typology of
mediation practice as presented by Bush and Folger in 1994 and focuses on their first and third
models of mediation—problem-solving and transformative—to comprehend how each model
addresses the broad range of difference in mediation. Each model of mediation will be defined
and illustrated by a case study, which will then act as the springboard into deeper analysis and
critique, teasing out the strengths and weaknesses of each approach in relation to the particular
example and to the debate on mediation across difference in general. It will be shown throughout
that though the most dominant model of mediation practiced today treats all forms of difference
the same, successful mediation depends on an ability to assess each conflict or opportunity for
mediation in terms of the inherent differences and adapt the mediation process, if needed, to
better fit their exigencies.
Brett Bowden and Hilary Charlesworth “The Many faces of Democracy in International
Institutions” Australian National University
Over the last decade, international institutions have begun to endorse democracy as an
international value. The UN Commission on Human Rights, the UN General Assembly and
regional organisations such as the Organization of American States, for example, have
emphasised the importance of democracy and some have devised resolutions on a right to
democracy in international law. These institutions have offered a variety of definitions of
democracy, most of which draw heavily on the Western tradition, rendering them less than
satisfactory to the array of cultural groups directly affected. This paper will analyse these
definitions, their limitations and their potential impact. It will further consider proposals such as
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'two-track' democratic governance: a minimalist account for unstable societies and a substantive
one for more secure societies with a long
'culture of democracy'.
Bronwyn Hayward, Holy Donald, Celia Sheerin and Area Tai Raikena “Whakarongo mai!
Listen to me! How young people talk about politics” University of Canterbury
Like many modern liberal democracies, New Zealand is experiencing a transformation of
political participation and conceptions of citizenship in association with significant ethnic and
generational changes in the wider population. A rise in the proportion of younger Maori, Pacific
and Asian New Zealanders has compounded changes in patterns of political participation.
Traditionally high, New Zealand voter turnout rates have fallen in the last 20 years despite the
introduction of proportional representation and a range of institutional interventions. Young
people, especially Maori and Pacific Island New Zealanders are significantly less likely to vote or
report high levels of political efficacy (Franklin 2004; Vowles 2006, McVey and Vowles 2005;
Catt, 2005; Catt and Hayward 2005, New Zealand Electoral Commission, 2006). The causes and
consequences of declining electoral participation are not clear. Maori and Pacific Island
communities rank highly on recent government indexes of social capital. As a result, indigenous
and Pacific patterns of non voting can’t be explained solely by concepts of political
impoverishment (Bohman, 1996) or political deficit. A renaissance in participation in Maori
tikanga or culture, supports international suggestions that young people may be attracted to
alternative forms of political action which better reflect their aspirations (Norris 2002). To
understand how young people talk about and conceive ‘politics, this pilot study tests research
methods amongst young people from different cultural backgrounds who are at primary school,
high-school and first time voter age. This paper compares techniques of interactive media and
peer or family/ whanau based focus groups as methods of communicating across cultural and
generational difference.
Chandran Kukathas “Multiculturalism and Privacy” Utah University
The thesis I want to advance is that while there is no general right to privacy, and consequently
no general right to cultural privacy, we have good reasons to recognize some claims to cultural
privacy. Just as it is important for individuals to be able to determine for themselves what they
will reveal and what they will keep concealed from the public, so is it important that cultures be
able to do so. This means not only that there should be limits on the extent to which public
authorities can intrude into the life of cultural communities but also that as members of society
we should uphold conventions of privacy. This will not be without its risks and its costs. But
respect for cultural privacy also has its value, and this is what I propose to consider.
Christopher La Monica “Cross-Cultural International Relations Theory: Challenges and
Prospects” Victoria University of Wellington
Throughout the world a growing number of government officials manage to obtain university
training prior to being gainfully employed. For those who are able to pursue a university degree,
social science study – and, in particular, political science or international relations – remains
popular. Of course, one would expect study in these areas to be relevant to a career in public
service. But, increasingly, a great many scholars and students are disappointed by the strong
Euro/Oceania/American (or western) bias of today’s university curricula. That is, historical
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examples used to support one or another theory within the social sciences tend to come from
within the west (i.e. western substance) and the vast majority of modern social science
contributors continue to come from western states (i.e. western control). At least for now,
university courses – at western and non-western institutions alike – tend to use “established”
authoritative sources within their respective fields, such as journal articles and university
textbooks, which continue to have this western bias.
Examples of this bias in political science texts abound but two will suffice here. First, the
popular Baylis & Smith text, entitled The Globalization of World Politics (2005), contains
contributions from twenty-seven of the leading scholars on the subject of IR; of those, all twentyseven are from western universities. That is, while the title refers to the “globalization” of the
subject, authorities within the field do not appear ready to accept perspectives from outside of the
west; at best, if there are any non-western perspectives to be considered, they are described and
explained by a western contributor. A second example has to do with content and, again, this is
far from being an isolated case. The popular university text on Comparative Politics text by
Thomas Magstadt, entitled by Nations and Governments: Comparative Politics in Regional
Perspective (2005) offers students a broad survey of regional cultures and histories that, it is
argued, ultimately led to the formation of different governing institutions. It is a wonderful book
and I have used it in the past but there are glaring problems that point to the kind of bias I am
referring to: 1) In the section on Asia, there is no mention of the Khmer Rouge/Pol Pot regime in
Cambodia (during which perhaps as many as one million people were killed); and 2) There is a
glaring neglect of politics in the Pacific region of the world, including New Zealand (particularly
poignant as I currently teach in NZ)! In short, this lack of inclusion and overall western bias are
not going on un-noticed in the university classroom.
Many continue to deem this western-centric arrangement within “authoritative texts” appropriate;
after all, a great many western ideas are certainly meritorious and worthy of careful consideration
in the classroom – particularly where illiberal and undemocratic forms of governance prevail.
But the supporters of this institutional bias, that lead to the currently dominant structure of
political science “knowledge,” miss two crucial points: 1) Inclusion of historical experiences and
thoughts from other parts of the world can emphasize important parallels of experience and
thought (that have thus far been marginalized); and 2) The ongoing marginalization of the nonwestern reader often leads to conspiratorial thoughts and lesson plans that are targeted at these
very western sources of “authority.” The latter is particularly troubling as, upon reflection, many
of these anti-western discussions in the classroom ultimately lead to anti-western policy stances
among government leaders!
As the conveners of this conference have correctly noted, “cross-cultural” dialogue is one of the
most pressing issues that faces all of us today. Building on previous conference papers on the
subject, this paper argues that at least some emphasis should be placed on rethinking the currently
dominant western-centric structure of social science knowledge. This paper argues that the
prevailing lessons that currently inform IR theory can be broadened to include the non-west and
that this does not have to be done in a way that dismisses the prevailing lessons of political
science.
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Daniel Bell “Hierarchical Rituals for Egalitarian Societies: From Xunzi to the Modern
World” Tsinghua University
Compared to most religious/philosophical systems, Confucianism is relatively this-wordly, it
aims to improve the way that we lead our lives here and now. Moreover, it tries to work within
the constraints of human nature. It recognizes difficult-to-eradicate flaws in the human character
and aims to minimize their manifestation to the extent possible. One important function of ritual
is precisely to civilize – to make civil – forms of human interaction that would otherwise lead to
conflict and make life difficult, particularly for the weak and vulnerable. In this essay, I will
discuss Xunzi’s idea of ritual and draw implications for contemporary societies. The starting
point of Xunzi’s (c. 310-219 BCE) philosophy is that human beings are born bad and selfseeking. If people follow their bodily natures and indulge their natural inclinations,
aggressiveness and exploitation are sure to develop, resulting in cruel tyranny and poverty.
Fortunately, that’s not the end of the story. Human beings can learn to contain their natural
desires and enjoy the benefits of peaceful and cooperative social existence. The key to
transformation is ritual. By learning and participating in rituals, people can learn to contain their
desires, there will be a better fit between actual desires and the goods available in society, and
social peace and material well-being will be the result.
Xunzi places emphasis upon hierarchical rituals: social pratices that treat people with different
power differently. Many interpreters, including liberal democrats and Marxists, have criticized
Confucianism on the grounds that its emphasis on ritual is meant to benefit the ruling classes of
feudal societies and thus are inappropriate for modern times. But rituals do not only benefit
rulers. They also have the effect of benefitting the weak and the poor, those who would fare worst
in a pre-ritualized ‘state of nature.’ Without rituals, desires are unlimited, leading to contention,
disorder, and poverty. As Xunzi puts it, “the strong would harm the weak as well as rob them”
(23.9). Putting ritual in practice means “being kind to the humble” (27.17). But why does Xunzi
emphasize rituals involving people with different power? Hierarchical rituals seem more
attractive if they are contrasted with with practices that exclude people of different status: the rich
and the powerful do their own thing, as do the poor and the weak. The choice, typically, is not
between hierarchical and egalitarian rituals, but between rituals that involve the powerful and the
vulnerable and two different sets of rituals for those with power and those without. Xunzi argues
for the former and the moral value of his theory of ritual is that he shows how hierarchical rituals
– more than laws and more than verbal exhortation – have the effect of promoting the interests of
those most likely to suffer from a ‘war of all against all.’
East Asian societies have incorporated hierarchical rituals as part of the fabric of everyday social
and political life. In Japan and Korea, for example, the greeting and parting rituals between
persons of different social status are governed by bowing practices that vary in accordance with
the social status of the person. The practice of gift giving, with gifts that vary in accordance with
the social hierarchy of the recipient, is common in East Asian societies. In societies governed by
informal rituals that express differences in social status, the powerful need not rely on material
wealth to show their superiority to the same extent. And if the rituals involve the powerful and the
powerless in shared rituals, the rich are made to feel a sense of community with the powerless,
and they are less likely to seek other means of domination such as material wealth. It is no
coincidence that the most ritualized societies in East Asia – Japan and Korea – also have the most
egalitarian distributions of wealth. What may seem paradoxical – that the most socially
hierarchical societies also have the most material equality – in fact stems directly from the way
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rituals are supposed to work. In mainland China, many hierarchical rituals have been eliminated
following the egalitarian pressures of Marxism/Maoism and Western-style liberal democratic
ideas. But some hierarchical rituals have been either maintained or revived of late. Consider, for
example, dinner table practices that encourage healthy adults to defer to the needs of the elderly
and children, hierarchical relationships between professors and students that place special duties
upon professors, and communal singing in karaoke clubs that produce a sense of solidarity and
joy between customer and ‘xiaojie’ preceding sexual exchanges. Such hierarchical rituals help to
produce a sense of caring for the vulnerable and thus underpins the psychological mechanisms
that lead the powerful to do more for the powerless compared to societies without ritualized
constraints on animal behavior. But the actually-existing rituals in East Asian societies are not
always as ideal as they may be. Greater awareness of the moral value of hierarchical rituals can
lead to changes in civil society and personal lives so that hierarchical rituals better serve the aim
of protecting the interests of the weak and the vulnerable. There may also be a need for a
government agency with the specific mission to promote rituals that help the vulnerable members
of the community. The paper will discuss these proposals for political reform in East Asia in
more detail.
The final section will raise questions regarding the possibility of exporting such ideas and
practices beyond East Asian societies with a Confucian heritage. On the one hand, the defense of
ritual has universal validity, as Xunzi himself no doubt believed. There may also be some
evidence for the positive function of ritual from contemporary societies. The model of ‘restorative
justice’, for example, has relied on ritual rather than legal coercion to produce social solidarity
and reduce recidivism. On the other hand, it is difficult to translate the key terms in ways that
sound appealing to English speakers. And the project of promoting rituals may seem foreign in
cultures that value egalitarian social intercourse and that tend to invoke legalistic, rights-based
solutions to the problems of how to secure the interests of the worse off.
David Wishart “Mutual Obligation” La Trobe University
"Mutual Obligation" is a phrase frequently deployed to describe and legitimate a variety of
practices carried on in the process of government. The most obvious instance is in welfare
provision, recently extending to the activities of government in indigenous people's communities.
This paper explores the various genealogies of the diverse thoughts and ways of thinking which
resonate within it. In particular it considers (in no particular order) Giddens' Third Way,
allegiance, contractualisation of erstwhile governmental activities, agreement as a technology of
governance, the social contract, enterprise and self-esteem, risk, and property. The paper will
suggest that the key to the efficacy of the use of "Mutual Obligation" as a descriptor is that it
engages with many ways of encapsulating welfare provision. No present critique is sufficiently
comprehensive of all such engagements as to diminish "mutual obligation's" overall
attractiveness. Yet, when deployed in indigenous people's communities in the form of
agreements, a number of otherwise invisible oppressions become apparent. Agreement as
deliberative governance in itself thus fails, yet there is little alternative which respects otherness.
The paper suggests that the use of agreements should be subject to deliberative processes through
the acknowledgement of their inherent oppressiveness.
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Elizabeth Ganter “Aboriginal Policy Advisers in the Northern Territory Government: An
intercultural relationship and its implications for governing” Australian National
University
In this paper I will discuss my thesis proposal, which is to examine the relationship between
Aboriginal policy advisers and the Northern Territory Government. Understanding this
relationship calls for inquiry into two phenomena - contemporary Aboriginal identities and the
cultures of government - and the underlying complex logic of their interaction. It is characterized
by deep cultural differences, yet also the interconnections of shared history. This is an
intercultural relationship, but is that idea alone sufficient to explain the complexities of governing
across difference in Australia’s underdeveloped northern frontier? The Northern Territory is a
small, locally-oriented jurisdiction in Australia’s under-developed northern frontier in which
Aborigines comprise 25% of the population and own nearly 50% of the land mass and much of
the coastline under land rights legislation. So it has a distinctive sociocultural character, and
distinctive ways of problematising and governing cultural difference. How have competing
cultural demands been seen in the Northern Territory, and how are they perceived by Aboriginal
people in official roles within the Northern Territory Government? My thesis will explore the
intercultural and institutional dimensions of this internal policy relationship; that is, the extent to
which it reflects negotiations between different cultures or the ascendancy of bureaucratic
structures. This is a public policy project which will use the perspectives and research methods
of social anthropology, political science and history to analyse the socio-cultural phenomena of
contemporary Aboriginal identities interacting with an element of the modern Australian state.
The paper will set out the theoretical and empirical basis of this project.
Gaby Ramia, Ana Deumert, Simon Marginson, Chris Nyland “Governance, Civil Society
and the Cross-Border Student Experience” Monash University
Despite an intensifying public debate on migration patterns in Australia, some trans-national
communities have yet to receive significant attention from migration and cross-cultural studies
scholars. Cross-border students are such a community. Through a civil society frame of reference,
this paper locates international education within the wider theme of intercultural dialogue,
exploring the implications of student experiences and difficulties within a broader interaction
between cultures in Australia and between Australia and student source countries. In particular
the objective is to examine the role of civil society in the governance of students’ lifeopportunities during the overseas experience. The functioning of civil society is key to the
experience, focused as this is on social and economic security. The paper utilises data from 200
in-depth semi-structured interviews with cross-border students in Australia, the world’s third
largest education exporter country. Significant cultural, economic and linguistic isolation is
found, as are difficult dealings with formal institutions such as migration authorities, police and
universities. These prompt student over-reliance on informal civil society networks and family
and friends. The central argument is that international education reproduces the diffuse character
of civil society in governance, revealing legal and policy deficits. Most notably, the analysis calls
for more effective co-ordination between communities and institutions at the national, transnational and global levels in the governance of student security. In addition there is a need to
probe new ways to streamline the informal-societal and formal-organisational aspects of civil
society.
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Geoffrey Levey “Autonomy as a Pluralistic Concept” University of New South Wales
In recent political theory, the liberal value of individual autonomy has often been seen as an
obstacle to building a multicultural liberal democracy. For many multiculturalists, liberal
autonomy is deemed too ‘sectarian’, demanding, or intolerant a value on which to base political
morality for a culturally diverse society. In this paper, I argue that autonomy is a much more
‘open’, democratic, and accommodating value than these accounts suggest. The first part of the
paper considers a standard liberal conception of autonomy – namely, the capacity to assess and
revise one’s ends – and shows how even such a basic model of autonomy harbours considerable
interpretive latitude at the level of application; that is, whether specific practices can be said to
realise or violate this model of autonomy. The second part of the paper canvasses two ‘deeper’
conditions often identified with the value of autonomy – authenticity and inalienability – and
argues that, since particular practices often differentially fulfil these and the rational revisability
dimensions of autonomy, there often is need for deliberation, argument, and judgement also
regarding which dimension or dimensions of autonomy should be accorded priority. The third
part of the paper argues that judgements made about the applicability and prioritisation of
dimensions of autonomy in relation to minority cultural practices should be informed by how a
society assesses ‘mainstream’ practices and cases. So comparability is a third area where the
principle of autonomy invites deliberation and argument by contending parties. By attending to
the various and variable conditions under which autonomy actually operates as a governing value
in practice, and drawing on a range of cases, the paper shows how this influential liberal value
offers a platform for democratic deliberation and intercultural dialogue about the permissible
limits of liberal toleration.
George Vasilev “From Shooting to Shouting: A Dialogical Approach to Politics in
Macedonia” University of Melbourne
The former socialist states of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) have been put under immense
pressure to come up with solutions to inter-group conflicts as part of the conditions set for
accession into neo-liberal institutions and for the extension of economic benefits. While no
particular model of accommodating diversity is imposed on CEE states, the form of politics that
is advocated is one that seeks to erase conflict through the attainment of consensus. Mutually
hostile groups are often pushed to rapidly come up with solutions on how best to organize their
divided societies, despite the complexities of the issues that divide them. Once a ‘solution’ is
introduced, it is often regarded as final, and in some parts even hailed as a success, despite the
continuation of antagonisms and tensions between groups, and despite the fact that many groups
and individuals continue to be excluded from the benefits of such a ‘solution’. Drawing on the
work of agonists, this paper brings to light some of the problems associated with a notion of
politics that places a premium on consensus in the divided societies of CEE. It explores these
issues in the context of Macedonia, taking a critical stance towards the power-sharing
arrangements introduced as part of the country’s peace process. As an alternative, a more fluid
approach to politics is offered, one that moves away from the ‘finality’ orientations of power
sharing arrangements and moves towards an idea of politics that sees conflict between groups as
an unavoidable aspect of ongoing struggles over recognition.
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Heba Batainah “Democratic Iterations, Political Membership and the (non)Citizen ‘Other’”
University of Canberra
Whilst there has been much scholarship on the shape and nature of the boundaries of political
communities and the changing nature of political membership due to globalisation, the focus of
late has been on the rights of refugees (or the non-citizen ‘other’), asylum seekers and human
rights. Additionally the rights of minorities within Western democratic nations have also attracted
much scholarship especially in the shape of studies focusing on ‘multiculturalism’. However a
lacuna has emerged where the local experience of citizens with immigrant backgrounds (or the
citizen ‘other’) is informed by the experience of the non-citizen ‘other’ who is not bound by the
concept and practice of the bounded political community of ‘the state’. As such, the concept and
practice of citizenship for those citizens with immigrant backgrounds is problematised. Both
Seyla Benhabib (2005) and Chantal Mouffe (2005) discuss the concepts of ‘democratic iterations’
and political antagonism respectively. Whilst Benhabib contends that ‘democratic iterations’ are
alive and well and strengthen democracy, Mouffe posits that political antagonism is silenced and
that homogeneity and consensus are encouraged in western democratic nations This paper
explores the notions of democratic iterations and the silencing of the political in the Australian
context through the analysis of the political repercussions of the introduction of Australia’s antiterror laws. The new anti-terror laws and the fashion in which they have been communicated and
implemented, risk the erosion of the practice of democratic iterations in this country and have
exacerbated the ‘hollowing out’ of citizenship, especially with regard to Australian citizens with
‘problematic’ immigrant backgrounds. The relationship between Mouffe’s concept of the
silencing of political antagonism, the change in the meaning of citizenship for those citizens with
immigrant backgrounds and Australia’s anti-terror laws highlight the disassociation of statecentric interpretations and the practice of citizenship from the changing meaning of citizenship in
Australia.
Ida Nursoo “Dialogue Across Difference Différance: Culture, Kant and Colonial
Hospitality” Australian National University
Kant: “…hospitality means the right of a stranger not to be treated with hostility when he
arrives on someone else’s territory” (Perpetual Peace)
Kafka: “…There is no hospitality here, we do not need guests” (The Castle)
Kant’s cosmopolitan vision has been widely accepted amongst contemporary political theorists.
His idea of a ‘cosmopolitan right’ has, in particular, gained esteem in deliberations on
‘difference’-related issues such as the tensions between belonging and foreignness, inclusion and
exclusion, hospitality and hostility. These accounts agree that such tensions must be resolved
through an ideal that must be both positive and cosmopolitan in its outlook; they appeal to some
version of ius cosmopoliticum or a citizenship of a universal state of humankind, where humanity
is a fundamental category of persons that is at the same time marked by cultural difference. This
paper problematises these presumptions. The symbolic dialogue between Kant and Kafka is a
play on the idea of a cosmopolitan dialogue. It is intended as a parody of the celebration of Kant’s
cosmopolitan view and an allegory for imperial government. Cosmopolitanism and imperialism
have, in most accounts of Kant’s writings been addressed separately, but this paper will argue that
the two are in fact related and that their relation is made possible by Kant’s appeal to hospitality.
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Jensen Sass “Does Culture Count in Deliberation? Claro!” Australian National University
The deliberative theory of democracy has long been a multicultural political project. Scholars
from various cultural backgrounds developed the theory and then deployed it to examine how
deliberation might help resolve conflicts of culture. But surprisingly, few scholars have
considered how culture itself might influence deliberation. An important exception is to be found
in Diego Gambetta. Gambetta contends that some cultures are antithetic to deliberation while
others are naturally deliberative. I concur with Gambetta; culture counts in deliberation. But
Gambetta’s methodology provides little evidence of this relationship and even less guidance to
researchers hoping to understand how culture influences deliberation in particular contexts. In
what follows, I outline Gambetta’s argument and then examine both the theory and evidence he
uses to support the claim that a culture of “discursive machismo” distinguishes political
deliberation in Italy from that in Britain. In particular, I question his assumption that the
philosophical beliefs people hold influence the way they deliberate. My argument draws
overwhelmingly on the work of anthropologist Ann Swidler and her notion of culture as a
“strategy of action”. Following Swidler, I propose a more robust means of locating and
interpreting cultures of deliberation and conclude that while culture counts in political
deliberation, philosophy probably does not.
Jeremy Shearmur “Popper, Dialogue and Difference” Australian National University
This paper reconstructs from both published sources and from his unpublished work a theme from
Karl Popper’s political thought that relates to the issues of dialogue, the limitations of consensus
and the problem of collective political action. After exploration of the character of Popper’s ideas
by way how they relate to aspects of the views of Cass Sunstein and to the ‘political’ approach of
the later Rawls, it is argued that Popper’s ideas are distinctive, and that they make a useful
contribution to our current problem-situation, when facing problems of dialogue and difference.
J. P. Linstroth “Why Governance is Near Impossible: competing discourses and legal
conundrums among the Spanish-Basques” Nova Southeastern University
This paper examines political actions of groups such as youths involved in urban warfare
throughout the Spanish-Basque region and feminists vying for participatory inclusion in a
commemorative parade in a particular Basque locale. At issue here are concepts of ownership
regarding the law, the state, and the control of minority groups as well as their marginalization
and particularly the effects nationalist (dis)beliefs have upon legal systems.
To explain this, I demonstrate how unreasonable the law can be and how unreasonable it is
viewed to be by political actors, especially ethno-nationalist minorities such as Spanish-Basques.
To this extent I illustrate how the state is imagined in various guises from differing nationalistic
perspectives and why some nationalists in particular disavow the state’s legitimacy altogether
because of their own yearnings for independence and the associated problems with failed-state
nationalism. To understand this I prove how unstable state-systems really are and how boundaries
become easily blurred between violent political-rogues and agents of the state, where the rule of
law is unbearable either way. In understanding ethnic-minority groups such as Basques, we also
need to be aware of the internal divisions within the Basque region, especially between nationalist
parties and over which political party has the most legitimacy in achieving Basque independence.
The predominant discourse has been about which Basques are more ‘patriotic’ than other
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Basques. These internal differences, or political dialogues between Basque nationalists, are
exemplary how contrary governance is in the region. My paper points to why political nationalists
such as Basques define their identity as more than a counter to either Spain or France or outside
spheres of national dominance but as a struggle between Basques for political sovereignty. The
recent ceasefire by the Basque terrorist group, ‘Basque Homeland and Freedom’ (Euskadi Ta
Askatasuna, ETA), points to new directions of nationalist dialogue between Basque political
parties as a more united front. To date, Basque nationalists from diverse parties are more willing
to find solutions for peace and overcome past disagreements which created situations of urban
violence, political rioting, and protest against the regional Basque government. While these
unifying visions are telling about political hopes of the region, local conflicts such as feminists
struggling for equal rights in the participation of commemorative performances are yet to be
solved, which points to another level of the fractious aspects of nationalist politics in the local
arena. In order to explain how Basques overcome such local conflict, I explain how Basque
notions of ‘harmony’ as well as identity formation demonstrate how past disputes are and have
been overcome throughout the long history of a particular Basque town.
Katherine Curchin “Criticized Cultures: What do British Fox-hunters and Indigenous
Whalers have in Common?” Australian National University
How important is the preservation of minority cultures? Should minority groups be allowed to
continue cultural traditions which other people find morally objectionable? In which contexts are
appeals to culture compelling? In this paper I compare two very different cases where cultural
arguments have been used to defend practices involving animal cruelty. I examine first the
resumption of whaling by the Makah tribe of Washington state, and the way the cultural
significance of Makah whaling has been used to defend whale hunts against criticism from
environmentalist and animal rights activists. I then turn to the controversy over hunting with
hounds in the United Kingdom, in which the many arguments offered by the pro-foxing lobby in
defence of their sport included that hunting is a cultural tradition of the British countryside. In
these two cases there are thought-provoking parallels between the cultural arguments made in
support of hunting. Both the fox-hunters and the whalers emphasise that they are a minority
group, holding distinct values which set them apart from the rest of society. Criticism of hunting
is characterised by whale hunters and fox-hunters alike as an oppressive imposition of outsiders’
values and a threat to their traditional way of life. Yet the difference in the political contexts in
which these arguments are made is striking. Through a comparison of these cases I shed light on
what makes arguments for cultural exemptions from general laws compelling, while highlighting
the assumptions about culture, tradition and identity upon which these arguments rest.
Kumaralingam Amirthalingam “Law and Politics of Cultural Conflicts: Pragmatism v.
Principle” National University of Singapore
We live in an age of dynamic, transient and permanent migration of peoples across borders. This
phenomenon, combined with the effects of 21st century globalization, poses considerable
challenges for social ordering and norm recognition. Minority groups are increasingly
empowered by the forces of globalization to demand greater recognition of their rights and
interests. Majority groups are beginning to feel threatened by the growing presence and influence
of minorities in popular culture as well as political and economic spheres. These tensions have
been exacerbated by opportunists in government and outside who have seized the opportunity to
exploit our natural fears and ignorance for short term political gain. This paper looks at two
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recent conflicts: one relates to the controversy surrounding the publication of the caricatures of
the Prophet Mohammed by a Danish newspaper, and the other concerns the demand by some
members of minority communities in various countries for the right to wear religious attire in
public schools. In the first instance, judicial decisions on freedom of expression and religious
sensitivity are considered and in the second, recent cases from a few jurisdictions on the right to
wear religious attire in public schools are examined. In both instances, the law is used to advance
political interests and in both cases, political pragmatism rather than legal absolutism provides the
solution.
Lina Eriksson “Deliberation across religious divides: What We should do about Your God's
Commands” Australian National University
It is often argued that deliberative democracy requires that the reasons people use in discussions
are of a certain kind: they ought to be so called public reasons that can be seen as reasons for
everyone participating in the discussion. If a person's opinion cannot be sustained by an argument
that anyone can take as a reason valid for them, that person must transform his or her argument
into something that others can, in fact, see as reasons for them as well. But critical voices have
been raised, claiming that this requirement to transform one's private reason into a public reason
is undemocratic in that it refuses some people to put forward their point of view as they
themselves see and understand it. However, if traditionally non-public reasons are to be allowed
in the discussion, it raises the question of how, exactly, others are to engage with these reasons.
This paper explores the ways in which religious reasons, which are often used as the extreme case
of non-public reasons, can work in deliberation among people of different religious faiths. The
conclusion is that even if we were to decide that religious reasons should be taken seriously in
deliberative democracy, they cannot actually play the role that traditionally public reasons play.
There are inherent limitations to how others can engage with these reasons as their proponents
understand them, and consequently they can never be given the role and weight that the religious
people give them in their lives, regardless of whether we would want to give them this role for
democratic reasons or not.
Lorinne du Toit “Accountability in the transfer of governance technologies: creative
bookkeeping, social engineering or mutual respect?” University of Queensland
Accountability has achieved iconic status in governance discourse (Bovens 2005). Current policy
rhetoric and development models, as well as the new crop of indicators, emphasize the
importance of external accountability as a key component in any international definition of
‘good’ governance. Although the technologies underlying good governance, such as explicit
forms of democracy and norms of public service, have been largely defined by the members of
the OECD and other multilateral agencies, the interpretation and application of governance
concepts by OECD bilateral donors is not uniform (Hyden and Court 2002). Are these differences
culturally, politically or ethically driven? Does this matter? If so, what are the (potential)
consequences? I examine commonalities and differences in the practical meaning of
accountability. I approach this from the perspective of an interested member of the public
engaging with the development cooperation agencies of Sweden and Australia. The data for this
analysis was gathered during research into when and how governance emerged as a component in
the development cooperation policies of these two OECD countries. I found that both the rule-inform, as expressed by Freedom of Information Acts, and the rule-in-use, as demonstrated by the
comportment of agency staff and accessibility of process information, were quite different with
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regard to openness, transparency and community engagement. Despite the possibility that there is
a core of universal values, for instance as represented by the Declaration of Human Rights, and
the scientific search for the one way to count who is doing better than the rest, I conclude that
interpretation of what counts and how to count it is culturally mediated.
M. Anne Brown Working with the interface of customary and introduced governance in the
Pacific Island States, University of Queensland
Working across difference is a fundamental challenge for the ongoing construction of political
community at every level in contemporary society, and can be a profound challenge to our sense
of values and of ourselves. A project in Vanuatu is exploring some of these complex interactions
empirically and reflectively. Associates of the Australian Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies,
operating within a broadly conceived conflict prevention framework, are working with niVanuatu customary leaders across the country on the interface between customary and introduced
governance mechanisms. The project is based on principles of dialogue across difference, and
aims to assist the emergence of constructive, rather than destructive interaction between
customary and introduced liberal governance and models of social order. It occurs at the point of
a number of difficult intersections: the tensions and contradictions between customary and
introduced governance mechanisms and norms; the tensions between local realities and
community life and the powerful norms and practices of international development aid; the
challenge of working partnership between Australians and ni-Vanuatu (North and South) – to
what extent is partnership based on reciprocity and mutuality taking shape across power
differences implicit in the relationship? Customary and introduced liberal governance are in some
respects incommensurate systems of ordering, yet the need for and reality of their interaction
remains. Efforts to in effect ‘construct’ states in the Pacific Islands by ignoring customary life –
i.e, by overlooking indigenous people as interlocutors in dialogue about political community have (arguably) proved untenable as well as abusive. While the grounds of an interface between
customary and introduced governance models are often not clear, the project seeks to support
more reflective forms of engagement and exchange around practical governance issues, from
which more systematic modes of practical interaction can take shape. Notions of human rights,
aspects of participatory democracy, the position of women and intergenerational issues are
particularly sensitive amongst customary leaders, who often uphold approaches starkly different
than international human rights instruments. From the Centre’s point of view, the project is
pursuing political community that does not turn on the marginalization, suffering or abuse of
others, within a state, locally, and transnationally; given the approaches of the customary leaders
we cannot do this in a way mediated by abstract norms of universalism. The presentation will
address efforts by participants to hold and work with this cluster of tensions in a way that can
generate constructive governance, with policy implications for other Pacific states, but also
potentially for relations between Indigenous and settler Australians, and possible theoretical
implications for how we understand political community.
Paul Muldoon “Mouffe’s Agonism & Reconciliation” Monash University
This paper seeks to assess Chantal Mouffe's agonistic conception of democracy in light of current
debates over the politics of reconciliation in divided societies. I argue that Mouffe's conception
of 'the political' -- the dimension of antagonism that is inherent in all human societies -- is useful
to the extent that it challenges and undercuts reconciliation projects based on notions of moral
consensus. At the same time, I suggest that Mouffe's appropriation of the Greek notion of
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agonism is ill-suited to meeting the challenges divided societies pose for democratic theory and
practice. Confronted with conflicts over what constitutes legitimate politics, Mouffe abandons the
possibility of agonistic engagement across difference in favor of a concept of democratic
conquest. This response rules out the possibility of constructive dialogue or engagement across
deep divisions in colonial societies.
Peter Balint “The respectful citizen: too much to ask?” University of New South Wales
The demand of many multicultural theorists and government policy makers for the ‘respect of
difference’ is often as least as focused on individual citizens as it is directed at the state and its
responsibilities to its citizenry. By focusing on the concept of respect, this paper will examine the
normative foundations of this first type of demand; that we should all respect each others’
differences. The paper begins by arguing that while the reasons that are generally given for
respecting difference may provide sufficient reason for the state to respect difference, none are
particularly relevant reasons for citizens to respect each others’ differences. The paper then looks
at the simpler and perhaps more relevant reason amongst citizens; that respecting each others’
differences may be a type of moral duty contained within respect-of-persons, and that respect-ofpersons is a relevant duty of citizens. Yet if this is the case, what form could and should such a
duty take? This question is explored in relationship to Stephen Darwall’s (1977) distinction
between ‘appraisal respect’ (merit-based respect) and ‘recognition respect’ (status-based respect).
It is argued that forms of appraisal respect - popular in policies such as multicultural festivals have the potential to seriously undermine the more fundamental recognition respect of both
persons and difference. Yet recognition respect of difference is also found wanting in this
domain. Further, it is argued that respect-of-persons itself cannot contain any obligation to respect
difference amongst a citizenry due to its potential to be both morally and practically onerous, and
potentially lead to disrespect-of-persons. The paper concludes by suggesting that whilst respectof-persons is a fundamental moral duty, any respect of difference that comes out of this duty,
seems to be ‘in spite of’, rather than ‘because of’, difference. As such, it appears that respect of
difference amongst citizens is at best a nice disposition, and at worst potentially undermining to
both itself and respect-of-persons.
Selen Ayirtman “More than Tolerance, Less than Trust: Deliberative Conditions of CrossCultural Engagement” Australian National University
It has been widely recognized that multicultural societies require a redefinition of the conditions
of a well-functioning democracy. This has prompted the contemporary theorists of democracy to
clarify the characteristics of two distinct, yet closely interrelated kinds of relationships in such
societies: the vertical relationship between citizens and the political system, and the horizontal
relationship among citizens. The vertical relationship implies the appropriate level of affiliation,
belonging or commitment of citizens to the political system and manifests itself mainly in the
respective citizenship policies. The horizontal relationship is about the necessary principles and
values enabling democratic interaction of citizens with each other in the face of cultural diversity,
ranging between tolerance and trust. By focusing particularly on the features of the horizontal
relationship defined in the contemporary democracy theories, this paper aims to explore the
normative attitude citizens should evince towards one another in the face of cultural diversity. It
is the argument of the paper that both tolerance and trust, especially in their extreme forms,
undermine the basic principles of individual freedom and equality in different ways. Mere
tolerance is problematic, as it is based on the rejection of the others’ values and leads as such to
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the consideration of others as inferiors. At the other extreme, considering trust as a way to sustain
political unity as well as a necessary condition of democratic interaction has exclusionary impacts
as it runs against the idea of democratic inclusion of all citizens as free and equal members. After
a critical examination of the different forms of democratic interaction among culturally diverse
citizens, this paper argues that it is the radical reading of deliberative democracy that points out
the necessary components of cross-cultural engagement by fostering reciprocity and “solidarity
among strangers”.
Simon Bronitt “Promoting Multiculturalism and the War on Terrorism: An Integrated
Criminal Justice Model?” Australian National University
In 2005, the federal government introduced a package of counter-terrorism laws in the wake of
the London bombings, including provisions aimed at those engaged in the advocacy and
incitement of terrorism. The package was influence by the Council of Europe’s Convention on
the Prevention of Terrorism (2005) and the ‘glorification of terrorism’ offence enacted by the
Terrorism Act 2006 (UK). This paper will focus on the new federal sedition offence, urging intergroup communal violence, inserted into the Criminal Code (Cth) in 2005. Such offences are
presented as a model of integrating anti-terrorism and anti-discrimination policies; reinforcing the
idea that multiculturalism itself is serve as a counter-terrorism strategy. This paper will critically
evaluate this integrated model, and whether the resulting offences are likely to be effective in
either preventing terrorism or advancing the goals of multiculturalism.
Simon Niemeyer “Consensus across difference at the meta level: What is possible and
legitimate?” Australian National University
Many interpretations of deliberative democracy associate it with the objective of achieving
complete agreement. However, based on the core values enunciated by the deliberative
perspective, this may be neither possible nor desirable — much argued by difference democrats.
Where emphasis is usually at the level of outcomes affecting conflicting perspectives, this paper
argues that genuine deliberative dialogue involves engagement of values, beliefs and resulting
preferences at the meta level. At this level it is not desirability of assertions, but reasonability that
counts. It is argued that authentic deliberation ought to seek increased consensus at the meta
rather than the simple level. In doing so, it is argued that better and more legitimate foundations
can be laid for engaging across deep differences, permitting for both the discovery of common
ground and the legitimate articulation of criticism.
Sue Mendus “Terrorism and Religion” University of York
My concern in this paper is with the irony (as I see it) whereby liberal societies, which initially
arose in response to religious violence, have themselves become major targets of religious
violence. I discuss the possibility that this has occurred because modern liberalism underestimates
both the breadth and depth of pluralism about values. Despite its commitment to the permanence
of pluralism, modern liberalism is not fully aware of the nature of pluralism in modern,
multicultural and multi-faith societies.
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Therese Taylor “True Life or Fake Memoir? Honour killing controversies from the Middle
East” Charles Sturt University
In 2003, a memoir by an Arab writer was published in France. Brulée Vive (translated as Burned
Alive) by an author using the name Souad, is a first person account of a woman who has survived
an attempted honour killing on the West Bank. This book was published under the auspices of
Fondation Surgir, a Swiss based humanitarian organization which works to oppose gender-based
violence against women in Middle East. The publication of this book was hailed by critics, it was
soon published in numerous languages, and has been a best-seller. The widespread distribution of
Burned Alive would appear to be an excellent advance in the promotion of human rights. And
yet, few people in the Western world realize that Arabs do not regard it as an authentic account,
and women’s rights activists in the Middle East are opposed to the work of Fondation Surgir. My
paper will look at Burned Alive from the point of view of the Western world, and from the point
of view of the Middle East. I will discuss the role of myths and hostile propaganda in shaping
images of foreign nations. I hope to explain why some representations seem ‘real’ without being
supported by verifiable facts, whereas other accounts can be easily dismissed and marginalized.
A memoir by an Arab woman appears to be an excellent example of agency, and an opportunity
to hear an authentic voice from the Third World. Yet the deceptions and flaws in this account
show that communication through an ‘authentic voice’ is far from simple. My paper is based on
sources from Jordan, France and England.
Tim Soutphommasane “Difference and the Semiotic Dimension of National Culture”
University of Oxford
This paper evaluates the capacity of national culture to accommodate the recognition of cultural
difference. My focus is on the so-called ‘liberal nationalist’ argument which proposes that a
national identity is legitimate only to the extent that all members of a national community are able
to imprint it with their own particular image. Liberal nationalist accounts depend on a regulative
ideal of deliberative democracy—membership of a national culture is defined by participation in
an ongoing, rational dialogue about the content of the culture. I examine in this paper the limits of
deliberative democracy in grounding a liberal nationalist accommodation to difference.
My argument is that the liberal nationalist position needs to draw upon particular suppositions
about the national culture, exposing an underdeveloped theory of national culture on its part. This
may be explained two-fold: (1) the idea that a collective dialogue will involve cultural selfinterpretation implies a certain view of culture, namely, one which values its expressive and
interpretative practices; (2) the idea that an open dialogue guided by principles of deliberative
democracy will be inclusive of differences invokes a pluralistic view of a national culture. In my
view, the liberal nationalist account requires a supplementary theory of culture. I propose that a
successful liberal nationalist accommodation of difference is possible only when we recognize the
semiotic dimensions of national culture. There is a particular kind of national culture invoked
within a liberal nationalist perspective—one which cannot fully be captured by the ideal of
deliberative democracy. Where liberal nationalists envision a national community capable of
negotiating internal differences, they do so by drawing upon the image of a self-interpreting
national community most consonant with a semiotic (as opposed to a societal or normative)
dimension of culture.
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Tony Bennet “Governing Cultures: Difference and Diversity in the Public Sphere” Open
University
This paper draw on (i) a report I produced for the Council of Europe called Differing Diversities
and that looked critically at some of the conceptual underpinnings of cultural diversity policies,
(ii) a project I am currently convening which has gathered a lot of cultural data on the relations to
the national culture of Britain's three main minority groups - drawing on Ghassan Hage's work.
Will Sanders, Aspects of Australian Indigenous Affairs as Dialogues Across Difference,
Australian National University
Over the last 25 years I have researched and written about many aspects of Australian Indigenous
affairs, ranging from social security, employment, housing and the Census to inter-governmental
relations and local government. In this paper I will reflect on how public policy relating to
Indigenous Australians in all these areas can be thought of as dialogues across difference. These
differences are not just across cultures between Indigenous and settler Australians, they are also
across levels and departments of government and across sparsely and more densely settled areas
of Australia. I will use policy processes in social security, housing and the Census, among others,
to illustrate this diversity of dialogues across difference in Australian Indigenous affairs.
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